
Econ 13, Global Economics  
 
Lesson 1, Introduction 
 
I. What’s It All About? 
 A. Purpose of economic activity 
  1. A little thing called scarcity 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLHUcyXgQac&list=PLsxTC4tz93GU5N06c3lV5KfwcLm_JzvHe&index=5 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6jthPsS3ko&list=PLsxTC4tz93GU5N06c3lV5KfwcLm_JzvHe&index=6 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xl7TaJZW_kg&list=PLsxTC4tz93GU5N06c3lV5KfwcLm_JzvHe&index=7 
  2. Why do we interact with each other?  Autarky vs. specialization & trade. 
  3. When did globalization begin?   
  4. Is trade a zero sum game? 
 B. Purpose of resources?  Purpose of economic activity? 
  1. The resources.  Labor and capital are the largest.  You have some of these.  What do you use  
   them for? 
  2. Is efficiency of any concern? 
  3. What is efficiency? 
 C. Wealth – what is it? 
 D. Whose interests are we concerned about? 
II. The Importance of Trade 
 A. The integration of the US into the world economy 

 
 B. Trade shares 
  1. Trade to GDP ratio – a return to the WWI level of approx. 7%? 
  2. Trade to merchandise production ratio.  This has increased greatly (in contrast with the 

trade/GDP ratio.) 
   a. This is the result of the fact that non-traded sectors have become a much larger percent of 

GDP. 



 
 
 
 C. The composition of trade has changed. 

 
 
  1. More trade in intermediate goods (vertical specialization). 
   a. Numerical example of trade in intermediate goods – cross border transfers. 
   b. Net exports calculation without the intermediate goods. 
   c. Net exports calculation with cross border intermediate good transfers. 
   d. A large chunk of “imports” (approx 6%) is US goods shipped out and then returned for 

further processing.  The entire value is counted as “imports”.  Only the value added should be 
counted.  This is particularly important in trade with Canada and Mexico. 

   e. Only about 4% of an iPhone is produced in China, yet when iPhones are imported from 
 China, the full cost of the phone is counted as an import. 

  2. Growth of trade in services. 
  3. Only 15% of US labor force is directly exposed to foreign competition – largely the result of 

the increase in the service sector. 
 D. Economic integration example – a car: 
  Percent of value by country 
  30.0% Korea, assembly 
  17.5 Japanese components 
  7.5  German design 
  4.0  Parts from Taiwan and Singapore 
  2.5  England, advertising and marketing 
  1.5  Ireland, accounting services 



  63.0%  Foreign total 
 
  37.0%  US value added 
 
  It is an American car, but counted as an imported car. 
 
III. World trade has increased greatly because  
 A. Lower transportation costs 
 B. Lower transaction costs 
 C. More favorable government policies 
  1. Ave tariff rates from 40% to <5% - Post WWII, developed countries. 
  2. Reduced quotas and exchange controls 

 

 
 
 



IV.  Will globalization expand without limits?  No. 
 A. 90% of US consumption is spent on US produced goods.  Of this, 2/3 of US consumption is on 
services.  Services are not as easily traded as merchandise. 
 B. Distance, culture, language, and preferences are impediments to trade. 
 C. turns out that a border is an impediment to trade. 
 
V. Public perceptions 
 A. Generally the US supports technological change and accepts the consequences – the effects on  
  jobs and trade. 
 B. Generally not so favorable with policies that create more open trade – effects on jobs are the  
  primary concern. 
 C. Generally more college, more favorable; less education, less favorable opinion about free trade. 
 D. LDC’s have a more favorable view toward more free trade. 
 E. Comments on the political economy of trade: 
  1. General population favors trade more than the politicians. 
  2. Republicans (generally) more favorable than Democrats. 
  3. Unskilled, low income workers are more likely to suffer from more free trade. 
  4. The effects of labor unions. 
  5. Costs and benefits of free trade.  Benefits outweigh the costs – but not for every group. 

 
 
VI. Supply, demand, and Markets 
 A. Demand 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V34hyhbnJ8o&list=PLsxTC4tz93GXUaZsgfqp1p4lZnwi-hVu_&index=2 
 B. Supply 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mhg7DvoQQKU&list=PLsxTC4tz93GXUaZsgfqp1p4lZnwi-hVu_&index=3 
 C. Equilibrium 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTDnYyHuvZc&list=PLsxTC4tz93GXUaZsgfqp1p4lZnwi-hVu_&index=4 
 
An example of production coordination: 



 
 


